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Introduction on hybrid RANS-LES models
Two types of hybrid approaches :
• imposed frontier: easier to model but complex coupling between RANS and LES zones
• seamless (continuous transition): simpler in practical applications, but modelling problems • Spectral theory of turbulence: formal framework consistent for hybrid seamless models
• Compatible with the two extreme limits RANS and DNS: transition parameter ?
• Location of the cutoff in the productive zone =⇒ production and redistribution
• Decrease the CPU cost (coarser mesh)
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Main steps 
• Filtered velocity obtained by convolution product:
• Spectral cutoff to separate resolved scales [0, κ c ] and modelled scales [κ c , ∞]
• Filtered equations (Germano 1992):
characterizes the influence of the filtered (small) scales on the resolved (large) scales 5/17
• Aim: retrieve the classical form of the RANS equation for ε + modify the coefficients to characterize only the modelled scales
• Assumption (Schiestel 1983):
• Time derivative of (4) gives:
Subgrid scale model : EB-RSM (Manceau & Hanjalić 2002 , Manceau 2005 • Inspired by Durbin's elliptic relaxation theory (1991), taking into account the inviscid and non-local blocking effect of the wall
• Simpler (only 1 more elliptic equation to resolve, instead of 6)
EB-RSM model blends the near-wall and far from the wall variables (ε ij & φ ij ) as:
• No more explicit dependency on distance to the wall =⇒ useful in complex geometries
• Valid in unsteady approaches (same asymptotic behaviour + non-local effect)
• Easy to implement in an existing code + robust 7/17
Choice of the length scale of wall effects
Blocking effect: consequence of the incompressibility of the fluctuating field =⇒ in the hybrid context, blocking effect must be imposed only on the modelled scales
• EB-RSM in the RANS framework:
• EB-RSM in the hybrid framework:
=⇒ consistent with both RANS (L SGS → L p ) and DNS (L SGS → 0) limits
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Choice of f k = k SGS /k Using Kolmogorov's law for the spectrum:
Not consistent with the RANS limit (f k = 1) at the wall =⇒ need for a blended formulation
Transition RANS / LES is controlled by ; Crank-Nicholson (2nd order)
• Space :
-centered (2nd order) for velocities -upwind (1st order) for subgrid stresses 10/17
PITM and unsteadiness issues
Macro-fluctuations of strain-rate =⇒ PITM model unable to respond =⇒ any calculation degenerates to a steady solution Ideas :
• Smooth strain fluctuations, e.g. by averaging source terms in homogeneous directions (x,z)
-strain-rate -production -rotation-rate → First approach, easy to implement, but physically unjustified (averaging of production...)
• Dynamical approach: to better pilot k SGS and thus f k -change C * ε2 : to avoid increasing of k SGS , ε ր , e.g. by C * The analysis suggests: 
